Introduction
Food webs are complex networks of trophic interactions (Cohen, 1978) . Identifi cation of the factors underlying the architecture of these networks remains a key question in ecology, in the hope that this will reveal how communities may be conserved in the face of species loss and climate change. Until now, this question has mainly been tackled with two different approaches: "a priori" (Ross, 1911 ) , through stochastic or evolutionary models aimed at reproducing the essence of the system (Cohen and Newman, 1985; Williams and Martinez, 2000; Drossel et al., 2001; Cattin et al., 2004; Stouffer et al., 2005; Ross berg et al., 2006; Allesina et al., 2008; Capitan et al., 2013) , and "a posteriori," through mechanistic or statistical models aimed at inferring observed networks (Petchey et al., 2008; Allesina and Pascual, 2009; Rohr et al., 2010 Rohr et al., , 2016 .
In the fi rst approach, assumptions about the principles underlying food-web structure are used to construct models. Following the assumptions, model food webs are generated and compared with observed data. In almost all of these models, the input parameters are the numbers of species and the nmnbers of trophic links. For each species, some "abstract traits" are generated randomly ("ranks" for the cascade model, "niche values" for the niche model, etc.). The comparison with observed food webs is typically achieved indirectly, by generating a large nmnber of networks and comparing them with observed webs through statistical descriptors, e.g., the proportion of top species, or the average chain length (Cohen et al., 1990; Williams and Martinez, 2008) . A limitation of this approach is that different models can yield very similar results, a well-known problem with a-priori models (e.g., Cohen, 1968) .
In the second approach, observed food webs are fi tted using models with the objective of identifying the underlying structure. In food-web ecology, this approach is based on mechanistic (Petchey et al., 2008) , or statistical ( also called probabilistic) models that use biological traits (usually body size) as explanatory variables or latent traits (Rohr et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2010; Williams and Purves, 2011; Rohr et al., 2016) . Direct comparison of the inferred and observed food webs is possible, e.g., by using the percentage of correctly fi tted trophic links.
The statistical approach works in general as follows. Let A u be the adjacency matrix of a food web, i.e., A u = I when prey i is eaten by predator} and A u = 0 otherwise. The aim of a statistical model is to infer the probability of existence of trophic links between pairs of species denoted by P(A u = 1). A standard approach with such binary data is to write a model for the logit of those probabilities (Kolaczyk, 2009) , which takes the following general form:
with 0 the parameters, X the observed species traits as explanatory variables, and/or Z the latent traits (if present in the model). Then the likelihood ofobserving the network A u is given by the formula
Here, we first present four statistical models: the body-size, latent-traits, niche, and matching-centrality models. Second, we compare their performance in infer ring empirical food webs. Third, we explain how they can be used for exploring the biological factors underlying food-web architecture. Finally, we show how the matching-centrality model can be used to infer partially observed food webs, and to predict their architecture (i.e., the trophic links that a new species would form in a network).
Body-Size Model
Our first model, the body-size model, uses species body size as explanat01y variables (Rohr et al., 2010) . It is based on the assumption that there exists an optimal ratio between the predator and its prey body sizes. The formulation for the probability of existence of a trophic link between a predator of body-size m 1 and a prey of body-size m; is given by
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The parameters a, /J, and y are estimated using the maximum likelihood technique. Indeed, this model is simply a generalized linear model with a binomial distribution, and with log(m 1 /m;) and log 2 (m 1 /m;) as explanatory variables. The quadratic tennis used to ' capture the optimum in the body-size ratio. This model can also be viewed as a simplifi ed statistical version of the allometric diet breadth model (ADBM) of Petchey et al. (2008) .
Latent-Traits Model
The latent-traits model is an extension of the body-size model, which aims at quantifying the structure that is left unexplained by the optimal body-size ratio. The idea is to add, for each species, parameters that quantify their behavior as prey or as predator. These parameters are called latent traits (or latent variables): they are considered as important characteristics of species, but are not measured; however, they can be estimated from the data. The model is as follows: (12.4) Compared to the body-size model, the additional parameters are v;, the vulnerability traits of prey species i; J;, the foraging trait of predator j; and o, a scaling parameter proportional to the relative importance of the latent term. We constrain the scale of the latent traits as follows: I) v/ = : I)t;/ = 1. The latent term can be thought of as the dominant component of a singular value decomposition (SYD) applied to an analog of the matrix of residuals once controlling for body-size ratios, with the V; the left ( or exit) dominant singular vector, the J ; the right (or entry) dominant singular vector, and o the dominant singular value (Hoff, 2009; Rolu· et al., 20 I 0) . All parameters and latent traits are fitted at the same time by maximum likelihood using a simulated annealing algorithm.
Niche Model
The probabilistic niche model (Fournier et al., 2009; Williams et al., 201 0; Williams and Purves, 2011) aims to be a statistical counterpart of the original stochastic niche model of Williams and Martinez (2000) . The original niche model assumes that each species in a food web is characterized by a niche center (v;), a diet center (J;), and a diet breadth (r;), and that predators j consume all prey i whose v; values are within an interval of size r1 , centered onJ;. In the statistical version, the niche parameters are not anymore randomly drawn, but estimated directly from the food web itself. In this sense, these parameters are latent traits. We define the model as follows:
(12.5) with m the common intercept. The rationale behind the equation is the following: the closer the diet center of a predator to a niche value of a prey, the larger the probability of a trophic link; the larger the diet breadth of a predator, the higher the probability of forming a trophic link. As for the latent-traits model, the parameters (m, v;,f;, and r;) are estimated by maximum likelihood using a simulated annealing algorithm. Note that top species have no v; terms, and basal species have nofj and r i terms. It is worth mentioning that this equation does not perfectly match the formulation of the original niche model, where all prey species within an interval are consumed with probability 1. This con straint is incompatible with the non-intervality of diet intervals of observed food webs (Cattin et al., 2004; Bersier et al., 2006; Stouffer et al., 2006) , and would result in a statistical model with a likelihood of zero.
Matching-Centrality Model
The matching-centrality model (Rohr et al., 2016) aims to be a "generalization" of the previous models. As for the niche model, species are characterized by latent traits only. Each species as prey is described by a latent trait of centrality v;*, and by d latent traits of matching v/' (k = 1, ... , d). The parameter d represents the number of matching di1�ensions. Similarly, each species as predator is described by a latent trait of centrality fj*, and by d latent traits of matchingfj k (Ross berg et al., 2006 (Ross berg et al., , 2010 (Ross berg et al., , 2013 . The model is mathematically defined as follows:
where the parameter J/' > 0 is the relative importance of the matching terms of dimension k, 6 1 the relative importance of the prey centrality term, 6 2 the relative importance of the predator centrality term, and m the common intercept. The model is based on the following ideas: the smaller the difference between the matching traits of a prey and of a predator, the higher the probability that a trophic link is formed; the larger the centrality trait of a prey ( of a predator), the higher the expected number of predators ( of prey). As in the two previous models, the latent traits of matching and centrality are estimated by maximum likelihood using a simulated annealing algorithm. Note that top species have no v;* and v/ terms, and similarly basal species have nofj* andl' terms; for d > l, the v/' vectors are pairwise orthogonal, and similarly the J j k vectors.
Performance of the Models
We judged the performance of the models based on two criteria: the fraction of correctly fitted trophic links (D.), and the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The fraction of correctly fitted trophic links is computed as follows: from the fitted probabilities given by the model, we construct a fitted adjacency matrix by setting to 1 the L elements corresponding to the pairs of species having the highest linking probability (L = number of observed trophic interactions). Then we compute the fraction of trophic links that have been correctly fitted. This measure of perfonnance is independent of the complex ity of the model. In contrast, the equation of the AIC includes a penalty for the number of parameters of the model. In our case, the body-size model has three parameters, while all other models involving latent traits are much more complex, with the number of parameters scaling with the number of species in the food web.
We fitted the models to eight aquatic food webs from the published dataset of Brose et al. (2005) : Sierra Lakes (Harper-Smith et al., 2005) , Tuesday Lake (Jonsson et al., 2005), Mill Stream (Ledger et al., unpublished data) , Celtic Sea (Pinnegar et al., 2003) , Mulgrave River (Rayner, unpublished data), Skipwith Pond (WaITen, 1989) , Sheffield (Warren, unpublished data) , and Broadstone Stream (Woodward et al., 2005) ; the number of species in these systems vary from 29 to 79.
The results of fi tting the body-size model, latent-traits model, niche model, and matching-centrality model in one and two dimensions are shown in Figure 12. 1. Regarding the fraction of correctly fi tted trophic links, we expectedly fi nd that more complex models do perform better (Figure 12 . la). Expectedly, the decline in perfor mance with food-web size is less pronounced for more complex models, with the two dimensional matching-centrality being the less affected. Comparison of the models based on AIC provides the same ranking ( Figure 12.1 b ) . This is an interesting result given the large number of parameters of the models involving latent traits compared to the body-size model. It indicates that the improvement in the goodness-of-fi t is not a mere consequence of increasing the complexity. Again, the matching-centrality model largely outperforms the other ones. In food webs with less than 60 species, two matching dimensions are superfluous, but provide a clear improvement for larger food webs. It is likely that more dimensions would be needed for very large webs. Number of species
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Figure I 2.2 represents the food web of Tuesday Lake fitted with the different models. The dots are the observed trophic interactions (A u = I); the species in their role of prey (rows) and of predator (columns) are ordered according to body size or to the different Figu�e 12.2 Representation of the food web of Tuesday Lake in the latent-traits space. Each panel represents the adjacency matrix, with the dots indicating a trophic interaction between a predator (columns) and a prey (row). The color, from yellow to red, indicates increasing fitted linking probability of the respective models. Species are ordered according to the relevant variable or latent trait (see axis legends). (A black and white version of this figure will appear in some formats. For the color version, please refer to the plate section.) 
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Predator cent rality f; latent traits; the background color gives the fitted probability that a trophic link exists between species i and). Once the latent traits are estimated for each species (latent traits of vulnerability and of foraging in the latent-traits model; niche values, diet center, and diet breadth in the niche model; matching and centrality traits of vulnerability and of foraging in the matching-centrality model), it can be tested if they are related to biological information about the species. This can be achieved with different statistical approaches depending on the type of biological infonnation available (e.g., simple non parametric correlation with a quantitative variable describing the species).
In our case, information on body size and on taxonomy (as a proxy for phylogeny) is available for the eight food webs, but we present the results only for the food web of Tuesday Lake. Because taxonomic information is a qualitative variable, we choose partial Mantel tests (Legendre and Legendre, 1998) for this analysis; in this way, we can compare the relative importance of body size and of taxonomy in explaining the latent traits (Naisbit et al., 2012) . We compute distance matrices for the biological variables and the relevant latent traits. The distance in body size between two species i and j is computed as the absolute value in log differences, i.e., des= abs(log(m;) -log(m ; )). For the distance in phylogeny, we used as a proxy the proportional number of taxonomic levels for which two species differ (Naisbit et al., 2012) . The distance in latent traits is simply given by the absolute value of the differences (e.g., for the latent traits of vulnerability, d u = abs(v; -v 1 )). We relate these three distance matrices using partial Mantel tests with Pearson correlation.
For the latent-traits model, we find that latent traits of vulnerability and foraging are both strongly related to the phylogeny (Table 12 .1). This indicates that phylogeny has an effect on network structure that is independent of the optimal body-size ratio between the predators and prey. Interestingly, body size of the species in their role of prey is still correlated with the latent trait of vulnerability ( once phylogeny has been accounted for); thus the optimal ratio does not fully caphll'e the effect of body size on network structure for the species in the role of prey (Rohr et al., 2010) . The reason underlying this result is difficult to unravel; one possibility is that the distribution of body-mass ratios is strongly skewed, generating a correlation between body mass and latent traits. However, why this effect is apparent only for species in their role of prey requires further investigation.
The results are consistent for the other models based on latent traits only. In the niche model, the niche trait is related to the position of the species on an abstract axis depicting their position as prey, while the diet center depicts their position as predator. In the matching-centrality model, this corresponds to the vulnerability and to the foraging traits, respectively. We find that body size is correlated to all these latent traits once phylogeny is accounted for (since we use partial Mantel tests; see Table 12 .1). Globally, this observation indicates that species of similar body size tend to have similar trophic roles, which is expected in aquatic systems (e.g., Cohen et al., 2003) .
Another important result is the presence of a strong phylogenetic signal in almost all latent traits, which indicates that phylogenetic constraints are an important determinant of the trophic structure of communities (Cattin et al., 2004; Naisbit et al., 2012) . Thus taxonomically similar prey species tend to be eaten by taxonomically similar predators, and similar predator species tend to consume similar prey. This result can be seen as unsurprising, as phylogeny is a powerful integrator of the ecological characteristics of species (body size included). However, since we use partial Mantel tests, this result indicates that ecological traits uncorrelated to body size are also necessary to account for the structure of trophic interactions of prey species ( e.g., in terrestrial systems, similar secondary compounds in phylogenetically related plant species; Price, 2003) .
Reconstruction of Partially Observed Food Webs
One of the advantages of statistical models for food-web architecture is their ability of inferring and reconstructing partially observed food webs. In such a case, no information is available for the existence of a link for a fraction of species pairs (for those species pairs, A u = NA). A statistical model can be fi tted on a partially observed adjacency matrix: the likelihood function (Eq. 12.2) is simply computed only on the part that is known. Mathematically this likelihood L P is given by
The inference of all the parameters and all the latent traits can be achieved with only the known part of the adjacency matrix. Using the equation of the models (Eqs. 12.3 to 12.6), we can estimate the linking probabilities for all pairs of species, in particular for the pairs of species set to NA. With these estimated linking probabilities, we can finally reconstruct the food web by predicting the presence and absence of trophic links for all pairs of species. The prediction works as follows: first, the estimated total number of trophic interactions L p is computed as the sum over all species pairs of the linking probabilities (L p = LP(A u = 1 )); second, the L p pairs with the highest linking probability are set to 1 in the adjacency matrix.
We test the reconstruction of the Tuesday Lake food web using the matching centrality model with two dimensions of matching. We simulate partially observed networks by setting to NA a given fraction of the elements of the adjacency matrix. Then, we reconstruct these generated partially observed food webs and compare the outputs with the observed matrix. As a measure of the performance of the method, we use the fraction of ls and Os correctly predicted. Figure 12 .3a shows the results for 10% and 30% of the matrix elements set to NA. In general, the ability of the model to reconstruct Tuesday Lake's food web is quite high. Note, however, that these values have to be considered against the baseline given by the fraction of non-trophic links ( one minus the connectance; the horizontal dashed line in Figure 12. 3): trivially predicting an absence of trophic link for all pairs of species would result in a fraction of c01Tect predictions equal to the fraction of non-trophic links.
Forecasting Trophic Interactions
A very interesting feature of statistical models for food-web architechJre is the possibi lity to forecast the trophic links that a new incoming species will make when joining an existing community. For such a forecast to be sensible, it is first necessary to have a model able to faithfully infer the network. For this reason, we choose the 2D matching-centrality model. The core of the methodology resides in the use of latent traits as intermediate between the linking probabilities and observed species biological traits. We explain the method using body size and species phylogeny as biological information. The procedure is as follows: the first step consists of fitting the matching centrality model to the observed food web. From the result, we extract the estimated latent traits of matching and of centrality for each species. The second step consists of relating each matching and centrality trait of all species to the available biological traits. In our case, this is achieved by a phylogenetic regression (Grafen, 1989; Freckleton et al., 2002) : we assume each latent trait to be linearly related to the log of the body size in, and the phylogeny to induce a correlation structure. This linear model (here for a matching trait of vulnerability) is mathematically given by Figure 12. 3 Performance of the 2D matching-centrality model in reconstructing and forecasting the Tuesday Lake food web. In all panels, they axis gives the proportion of correctly predicted presence and absence of trophic links (Os and ls in the adjacency matrix); the dashed lines give the ba � eline performance given by the proportion of Os in the adjacency matrix (see text). Panel (a) shows the performance of reconstructing the food web after having set to NA (absence of information) a given percentage of the adjacency matrix. Panels (b) and (c) give the performance of forecasting the set of prey and the set of predators, respectively. We perform an out-of-sample test by removing triplets of species.
( 12.8) with a. and /J the intercept and slope, respectively, and r(Jc) the variance-covariance matrix induced by the phylogenetic relatedness. We use Pagel's }, correlation structure (Freckleton et al., 2002) : the elements of the variance-covariance matrix are then given by
where t u is the fraction of common time between species i and} on the phylogenetic tree, }, quantifi es the strength of the correlation induced by the phylogeny, and a2 is the common variance. The third step consists of forecasting the latent traits of matching and of centrality of the new species le. Using the estimated parameters of the phylogenetic regressions of step two, we can use the conditional expectation to forecast these values, which are given by ( 12. l 0)
where 6.,P, y are the fi tted parameters from the second step; I; (P)_kk is the leth column witf1out the leth row (indicated by subscript -le) of the variance-�ovariance matrix; I; (P) k , k is the (le,le) element of the variance-covariance matrix; (v_ k -v _ k ) is the row vector of residuals obtained from the phylogenetic regression of the second step. The final step consists of estimating the linking probabilities for the new species and then
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forecasting the presence or absence of trophic links. Based on the forecasted matching and centrality traits and using Eq. (12.6), we forecast the linking probabilities between the new species and the species already present; then using the same technique as in the reconstruction method, we forecast the presence or absence of trophic links. To test our forecasting method, we perform an out-of-sample test by removing three species at the same time and then trying to forecast their trophic links in the food web of Tuesday Lake. As a measure of performance, we use the fraction of c01Tectly predicted elements of the adjacency matrix for each triplet of test species. Figures 12.3b and c show that using body size alone as biological information provides only poor predic tions; phylogeny is necessary to attain good performance. With this information, the model perfo1ms in general very well in forecasting trophic links for species, both in their role of prey and of predator.
Discussion
The motivation behind the recent development of statistical models for food-web structure was to offer a simple and intuitive tool to explore the factors underlying the architecture of ecological networks. They represent a complement to stochastic models, such as the cascade model (Cohen and Newman, 1985) and its successors (Williams and Ma1tinez, 2000; Cattin et al., 2004; Stouffer et al., 2005; Rossberg et al., 2006; Allesina et al., 2008; Capitan et al., 2013) , and are more versatile than the ADBM of Petchey et al. (2008) , which was developed specifi cally to explore how allometry and optimal foraging can be used to infer trophic interactions. A problem with stochastic models, which generate families of networks intended to reproduce the structure of real food webs, is that different assumptions used to build the models can lead to very similar results, a problem well-known for example with species-abundance models (Cohen, 1968) . Statistical models can provide a more direct assessment of the relationships between putative underlying factors and network structure. Here we use body size and phylogeny as factors, but it would be very interesting to include other ecological variables in the models. Such information is becoming available for food webs, for example in Eklof et al. (2013) .
Another key advantage of statistical models is that they can be used to reconstruct partially observed systems, or to forecast the links produced by a new species. Any statistical model could theoretically be used for these purposes. For example, a version of the latent-trait model has been used to infer the linking probabilities for a plant-herbivore network (Pellissier et al., 2013) . Here we base our analyses on the matching-centrality model (Rohr et al., 2016) since it offers by far the best fi tting capabilities. We believe that these features could be very useful, for example to build so-called meta webs (Gravel et al., 2013) from partial information on a system, or to estimate the trophic role of an introduced species. The approach also has its limits. For the reconstruction of food webs, the predicted trophic interactions should of course not be taken for granted, but could serve as a guide to direct sampling effort on the system in a cost-efficient way. For forecasting the links that a new species would create, the approach is meaningful only if the new species shares enough ecological character istics with some of the species present in the system.
The first model including latent variables in food-web ecology is the latent-trait model (Rohr et al., 20 I 0) . This model requires the estimation of a large number of parameters, which is achieved with Morkov Chain Monte Carlo (aka MCMC) or simulated annealing methods (as in the present contribution). As with the other models based on latent variables, the goodness-of-fit is impressive, which may not seem surprising given the large number of parameters. However, one important outcome of our analyses is that these parameters are not merely abstract values, but are bearing meaningful biological information. Another key aspect is the possi bility to formulate much more complex (and hopefully sensible) models than classi cal generalized linear models (e.g., the body-size model). The probabilistic-niche model (Fournier et al., 2009; Williams et al., 201 0; Williams and Purves, 2011 ) is an excellent example: it is possible from the food-web matrix to infer the parameters of the classical niche model. The niche model takes the point of view of the predators to constrain the possible prey that enter their diet (Williams and Martinez, 2000) ; however, there is no constraint for the species in their role of prey. The matching centrality model was developed to circumvent this limitation, with a formulation that is symmetric for prey and predators. The first step was to separate the species in their role of prey and in their role of predator in two sets. In doing so, the food web is expressed as a bipartite network, with the intermediate species appearing in both sets. The traits of vulnerability and of foraging are estimated for intermediate species, while basal species have no foraging traits, and similarly top species have no vulnerability traits. The main difference with the niche model is that prey species have a centrality trait in the matching-centrality model, which is related to the number of species they prey upon (the centrality trait for the predators is akin to the range of the niche model). Interestingly, it appeared that the simplest formulation accounting for these desiderata yielded an equation similar to that found in Rossberg et al. (2010) , from which we named the latent traits of our model. We found out that the matching-centrality model is very versatile in decomposing any adjacency matrix into several quantitative traits for the nodes, from which the adjacency matrix can then be reconstructed. We applied this model to the analysis, reconstructing and forecasting networks as diverse as social, terrorist-association, aggression between countries, genetic, and neuronal (Rohr et al., 2016) . We hope that this model that emanates from food-web ecology will be useful in a wide range of scientific domains.
